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Incorporating distinct style elements important to the client, Bolshakova

Interiors designed a contemporary home that feels classic, yet functional, and

undoubtedly sleek. Taking inspiration from French and American interiors, such

as the personal homes of Christian Dior and Ralph Lauren, in addition to

influences from the Four Seasons Hotel designed by Pierre- Yves Rochon, the

modern interiors were radically overhauled, from staircases to windows,

flooring to façades.
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BESPOKE RESIDENCE

 
Sunny Valley’ residence situated in Ukraine is a stunning contemporary design

project by the amazing designer Natalia Bolshakova of the firm and studio

Bolshakova Interiors.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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SUMMER DECOR
TRENDS 2021

There's something so distinctly beautiful about summer decor. Those breezy

fabrics, muted color palettes, natural fibers, and contemporary influences

associated with the season make it feel like bringing the sunshine indoors.

Here are a few ways to incorporate summer design trends into the year-round

decor. With Caffe Latte, we help you to preserve that summery vibe at home for

the rest of the year.

The Minimal Way 
This isn't the first time minimalism has been featured as an interior design

trend, and it sure won't be the last. Interior designers have been building on

minimalism to take a more meaningful design that is clean yet functional.

Minimalism is more than just empty, open spaces. When the sun decides to

grace with its presence, the light will shine through, giving a glimpse of the

summer to come! 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

SUMMER DECOR TRENDS 2021

Summers are about an easy, breezy style, we bring to you some fresh ideas!

DECOR TRENDS
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 Anti-skid or Anti-slip tiles are designed with a better grip in mind to reduce

the risk of slipping where they are installed. They have an anti-slip floor

coating to keep friction high even when the surface is wet and soapy. The

common materials used for anti-skid tiles are porcelain and ceramic which

are well-suited for the outdoor purpose as well because they are resistant to

graze and blemish, and hence lend a sense of timelessness to the designs.

They are also helpful for bathrooms and kitchens, where slipping is a common

scenario. However, there are many other places in the house where anti-slip

tiles can be useful. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Slipping on tiles is a very common phenomenon and can cause serious

injuries. Here are some of the best anti-skid/anti-slip tiles to avoid such

accidents!
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